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Govt moves to check foreign patents threat  
Kounteya Sinha 
[ Friday, June 30, 2006 12:48:57 am TIMES NEWS NETWORK ] 

 

 
NEW DELHI: After losing nearly 18,000 
patents of medicinal plants to the West 
because of government's reluctance to 
share traditional knowledge, India has 
decided to allow International Patent 
Offices (IPOs) to access its Traditional 
Knowledge Digital Library (TKDL) for 
examining patent claims.  
 
The library, which would be ready by 
December 2007 at the cost of Rs 10 
crore, has codified information of 
75,000 ayurvedic, 50,000 unani and 
15,000 siddha formulations and 1,500 
yoga postures in patent application 
formats in five international languages 
— English, German, French Japanese 
and Spanish.  
 
The cabinet on Thursday authorised 
TKDL's co-developer, National Institute 
of Science Communication and 
Information Resources, to sign a non-
disclosure agreement with IPOs 
providing access to “TKDL database 
24x7 on a secured portal.”  
 
The non-disclosure agreement with IPOs will be negotiated on the principle that 
the latter will not misuse TKDL for any other purpose except for examination of 
any patent application or to prevent misappropriation of traditional knowledge.  
 
The agreement will also disallow IPOs and their examiners to make any third 
party disclosure of TKDL other than what is necessary and essential for the 
purposes of patent search and examination.  
 
Health minister A Ramadoss said: "We want to thwart anyone who tries to profit 
from our traditional knowledge, from yoga to 150,000 ancient medical remedies. 
 
The library will prevent those living abroad from claiming patent for existing 
formulations. IPOs from 11 countries, including the US and UK, which have 
signed an agreement with India, will have access to the database."  
 
Yoga too has become a $225 billion market in the West, leading to foreign quack 
yoga instructors claiming patents over asanas, even the age old traditional 
postures. Nearly 16.5 million Americans practice yoga and spends about $3 
billion a year on yoga classes.  
 
Officials, however, said: "If TKDL access issues were specified earlier, then 
international disputes regarding patenting of neem, turmeric and basmati would 
not have occurred. TKDL at present contains 11 million pages of information."  
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